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Abstract: Nearest-Neighbor (NN) query is an important query type supported by most spatial databases, 
which is basically used by most of our applications nowadays. In a range of points, the nearest neighbors 
will be retrieved for each one based on the Minimum Distance with the other points; this retrieving 
process is called A range nearest-neighbor (RNN) query. At other side, the KNN queries return the k 
nearest neighbors for every closed point in the range. This paper is going to produce the Range Nearest 
Neighbors by using it within First Depth Search (FDS), and Best First Search (BFS) both used as 
traditional search techniques within R-Tree. Thus, the main goal of this paper is to decrease the 
processing time of computing the distances of all points by using ranges inside the Minimum bounding 
rectangles (MBR).  In order to choose the nearest object, the KNN with range BFS and DFS defined to 
an individual MBR. Finally, all distances inside a range which having radius of the nearest point in the 
chosen MBR will be computed.     
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INTRODUCTION 
 
In last decades, database management systems (DBMS) were not able to deal with data in multidimensional 

properly such as points, cylinders, or rectangles in multidimensional spaces (Theodoridis and Sellis, 2006). Only 
structured data types (such as data integer or string) could be manipulated in one dimensional space by a 
standard DBMS. The charge to store, retrieve and present multi-dimensional data arises was about bare spatially 
if some applications put in to work, such as GIS (Geographical Information Systems), CAD (Computer Aided 
Design) , and others; so spatial data were utilized to work. These data in the shape of spatial objects may be 
specified as data related to the place taken by objects. They may be considered either physically objects (such 
as: roads, rivers, cities, countries) or conceptually objects (such as: rectangles, lines, points). Therefore, in a 
standard database system to manipulate such type of spatial objects, a spatial indexing method should be used 
such as R-Tree (Guttman, 1984). Common operations performed on an R-tree include point location queries, 
range queries and nearest neighbor queries (Alborzi and Samet, 2006). 

Nearest neighbor queries are considered as one of the major significant spatial query methods applied to 
make searching process is easy for objects or points into a rectangles. K-nearest neighbor algorithm is based on 
minimum bounds from the query object(s) to the training set to start up the K-nearest neighbors. After we pile 
up K-nearest neighbors we concede that simple plurality of these neighbors are to be prospects of the query 
object (Kardi, 2005) .  The user should use the nearest neighbors query when he is not acquainted with the 
structure of the spatial objects (Roussopoulos, 1995). 

 In this paper we are going to introduce the R-tree indexing structure, and study searching algorithms within 
Nearest Neighbor aspect, we are going to introduce these algorithms so that we can view the week points of 
every single algorithm. Two algorithms we are going to study: DFS, and BFS. Both algorithms are implemented 
on R-Tree structure. Finally we are going to include ranges to DFS, and BFS in order to enhance them so we can 
get better processing by minimizing number of distances need to be founded.  

   
R-Trees Index Structure Overview: 

An R-Tree is well known balanced tree which resembles a B-Tree ( Guttman, 1984); it is a normal 
expansion of B-Tree in order to be suitable for K-Dimension applications. Objects within the R-Tree are 
represented by their Minimum Bounding Rectangle (MBR) (Guttman, 1984). Every disk space or page is 
conforms with a node. R-Tree is consisting of several spatial objects (location-based objects). These objects are 
distributed and divided into rectangles which are portrayed and available to the reach in the blade nodes by 
pointers (i.e. the index is totally dynamic). Tree structure is mostly recommended when a spatial search needs to 
visit a few number of nodes (Kemper, 2003). The spatial data is encompassed by a Minimal Bounding 
Rectangle (MBR) which become formatted and encompassed from a MBR. This operation keep on up to the 
root. As a final step, MBR will involve and cover all objects. This following figure depicts the R-Tree structure 
levels. 
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Fig 1(a): Geometrical representation of R-Tree structure  

 

 
 
Fig 1(b): Logical representation of R-Tree structure  

 
As we can see in Fig 1 the tree has two levels the second level (the last level) represents the leaf nodes, 

which contain pointers to tuples in the database. The last level is containing the spatial objects by pointers point 
to these objects. As mentioned in the above figure, the route is portrayed in the first level by objects: X, Y, and 
Z; then the leaves will be represented by the last nodes. As we said in the beginning of this section R-Tree are 
similar to B-Trees, if we just take a multi single dimensional B-Tree we see the similarity between them. 

 
2.1 Properties of R-Tree: 
• Non-leaf node: 

This node type holds information of the form (rectangle, cp) where the rectangle is the MBR of all 
rectangles which are all information about the child node, and cp is the position of a child node in the R-Tree.  

 
• Leaf node: 

A leaf node holds information of the form (Rectangle, recid), where rectangle is the included rectangle of 
that spatial object, and recid refers to the database record, specifying all information about the spatial object.  

• The root has a minimum of two children except if it is a leaf.  
• Each leaf and non-leaf node has between m (the lowest number of entries) and M (the highest number of 

entries) that can be put into a node.  
• All nodes that considered as leaves are emerged on the same level.  
• The number of levels in R-Tree which include N of index records is at most.  
• The worst case in the space usage for all nodes excluding the roots will be m/M.  
 

2. 2 R-Tree searching: 
Most of R-Trees algorithms similar to B-Trees algorithms; these algorithms have three categories: 

searching, insertion, deletion. If we want to find a particular object within R-Tree, then we have to specify a 
rectangular query contains the object we want to find, then every rectangle in a node has to be resolved if it 
interferes the seek rectangle or not. If there is interferes, then the child node should be treated or searched. 
Searching process is done like this in a recursive mode until all interfering nodes accept been traversed. If one of 
the leaves nodes is reached or accessed, then the rectangles or bond boxes are invigorated along with the search 
rectangle and its object is taken even it intersects the rectangle of search query. If we want to view the standard 
R-Tree search algorithm it goes as: If we given an R-Tree with root denoted by T, and a search query area 
denoted by S, and the rectangle part of an index entry E denoted by EI, and the tuple-identifier or child-pointers 
denoted by EP.  The search procedure of the R-Tree structure will executed as follow: 
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• Search in subtree: If a root or node T is not a leaf, analysis anniversary access E to actuate whether an 
index entry EI overlaps search query area S; for all overlapping entries, adjure Search subtree on the timberline 
abiding at EP. 

• Search about leaf node: If a node or root T is a leaf, then all entries E will be analyzed to induce 
whether entry E1 interfere the area of the search query S. If this happens, then E is insignificant record. 
• Acclaimed strength: All the irrelevant regions will be discarded and only data closed to the searching area 
will be examined, this will be helpful in speeding up the searching process because a limited number of nodes 
will be visited. 
• Criticized drawback: This will happen when at least one subtree beneath a node should be searched; 
hence, there will be a possibility to search the whole spatial database. 

The previous steps were in general; in fact R-Tree has two types of searching: 
1- Depth-First Search (DFS) probes the track totally to a leaf before backtracking and probing another 

track. 
2- Best-First Search (BFS) probes nodes closest to the root prior to probing node further more. 
 

Nearest Neighbor overview: 
Nearest neighbor (NN) query is a significant type of query aided by all of the modern spatial database 

management systems. There are many algorithms for responding to the queries of  k-nearest neighbor or even 
nearest neighbor that are inspired by the significance of these queries in different areas such as pattern 
recognition and Geographical information systems (GIS)  (Hjaltason and Samet, 1999). Conventional NN 
queries need to have inputs as points which can be used to calculate the nearest neighbour. Hence they are 
claimed that they are the nearest neighbor point queries. The main significant execution of nearest neighbor with 
the spatial queries is the GIS. For instance, a user can select a specific point, location or even an object from the 
screen of the system and ask the system to look for the most three nearest objects to his position based on data 
from the database (Roussopoulos, 1995). The conventional KNN algorithm is really simple. It works based on 
minimum ambit from the query instance to the training sets to actuate the K-nearest neighbors. So in order to get 
the KNN the following steps of KNN algorithm must occur: 

1. Determining that parameter K denotes to the nearest number of NN objects or points. 
2. Computing the distances between the entire training samples and the query point. 
3. Sort the distances and determine nearest neighbors based on the K-th minimum distances. 
4. Collect the K most nearest neighbour NN, and then store that number in K. 
5. The last procedure to output K. 
 
Fig 2 represents the type of training samples that can be used to find the KNN. The samples in the training 

set could be either points or objects. For the simplicity, the major part of this paper was to clarify how to test the 
training samples such as points in the search process about the KNN. It is clear in Fig 2 (a): that the number of 
points is large and in most cases is huge number, this well cause increasing overall processing time. As 
mentioned the search point query represented by the dark or black rectangle; whereas, the potential nearest 
neighbour points are drawn by small dark circles. If we want to find the nearest neighbor points having (K = 5) 
from the search point, we notice that these NN points are L, A, C, E, G by order. But in Fig 2(b): there are two 
dimensional objects instead of points; these objects are bounded within Minimum Bounding Rectangles 
(MBRs). In order to find the KNN of these objects we have to find the minimum distance (mindist) between the 
search point and MBRs.  

 
KNN algorithm has produced many week points that may cause additional processing which we don't need. 

These week points include: 
1. There is a need to actuate amount of constant K (which is a number of nearest neighbors). 
2. Distance based learning is not bright which blazon of ambit to use and which aspect to use to aftermath 

the best results. The important question is "Shall we use all attributes or assertive attributes only?"  
3. Computation amount is absolutely top because we charge to compute distance of anniversary query 

instance to all training sets.  
The first week point can be negligible because in all cases we need to determine the number of K. The 

second and third week points have partially solved by implementing KNN within R-Tree.   
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Fig. 2(a): Simple representation of KNN query Using points (b): Simple representation of KNN query using 

objects 
 

Nearest neighbor within R-Tree Structure: 
R-Trees were proposed as a natural extension of B-Trees in higher than one dimensions, they combine both 

B-Trees and Quad trees [NNK1], they are similar to B-Trees by producing balancing, and similar to Quad Trees 
by producing dynamic adjusting spatially with dead entries, that if a dead space is founded within an area then 
no an entry in the R-Tree is going to take place in this dead area. KNN is part of supervised learning that has 
been used in many applications in the acreage of data mining, image processing, statistical pattern recognition 
and abounding others. Some acknowledged applications comprise recognition of handwriting, satellite image 
and EKG pattern. Nearest neighbor aspect means of finding the nearest objects to a particular point or spatial 
object query search area.  

In fact within Nearest Neighbor the searched queries could be a point, rectangle, or mobility objects, in this 
paper we are going to focus on the point query searching, because firstly it is a two dimensional points which is 
easy to calculate, secondly most of the applications on KNN are using the point query search. In fact we 
describe the KNN aspect within R-Tree because object within R-Tree are distributed according to empty spaces 
so they could by said to be randomly distributed with no order and that is the useful of KNN to find the K 
nearest neighbors to a particular search point query.  

 
DFS and BFS Paradigms overview: 

Depth-First Search (DFS), and Best-First Search (BFS) are the main prevalent bound and branch types for 
query processing in the nearest neighbor case. In the first paradigm which is a DFS, the index nodes are rounded 
regularly to look for nearest neighbor (Haibo and Lee, 2006). The DFS is a popular search method based on R-
Tree, by starting from the root the DFS calculates the Min_Distance of root nodes, so it selects the root node 
that the query point located at (Min_Distance=0), then the DFS goes to nodes under the selected root node and 
then calculated all distances within that node to find the Min_distance node. The DFS continues until it finds the 
Min_Distance leaf node. By each step DFS stores the Min_Dist of the selected nodes in order to provide KNN 
search. In fact this way may coast a lot of processing because it calculates nodes starting from the root, then 
goes down and calculates distances of sub nodes for a given node.  

BFS uses a priority queue to store entries to be explored during the search. The entries are sorted by their 
Min_Distance distances. As Fig 3 illustrates BFS first pushes the root into the queue. After the root is popped 
BFS pushes the root sub node Y in to the queue, then E and F are pushed, then F is popped and (Y5, Y6) entries 
are pushed finally object Y5 is popped as NN. Figure 4 illustrate how BFS works.  

  
 
Fig. 3(a): BFS example                                          Fig. 3(b): The corresponding R-Tree 
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Weak points of the traditional DFS and BFS: 
1- Weak point of the DFS:  

A- Has to calculate Minimum Distances for almost all nodes, in order to put the results in a sorted list. 
B- If the query point was inside an MBR of a given node it just calculate Min_Dist of the nodes below and 

don’t visit others root sub nodes which may results be incorrect. 
 

2- Weak point of the BFS: 
It has to calculate most of distances between query point and the index points in order to find the best 

Min_Dist point and the corresponding algorithm remains doing this until a termination condition is put. So this 
may cause along search or poor results.  

Fig 4(a) and 4(b) show how does BFS has some week points 

               
 
Fig. 4(a): Increase number of calculations                           Fig. 4(b): calculate all distances 

 
As we see in Fig 4 all cases BFS may increase processing time of may have incorrect results. 
 

Implementing Range Search On Dfs, And Bfs:  
Fig 6(b): shows an R-tree for points set P = {p1, p2.  . . p18} with capacity of three entries per node. Points 

that are abutting in amplitude (e.g., p1, p2, p3) are grouped in the similar leaf node (N3) that agency this 
credibility is grouped aural MBR. Then, nodes are recursively clustered with the similar assumption until the top 
level is reached, which consists of an individual root. 

The first NN algorithm for R- searches the tree in Depth First Search method (DFS), recursively visiting the 
node with the minimum Min_Dist from q (Papadias, 2005). In order to understand how range DFS does works 
we are going to introduce DFS algorithm as follow: 

 
 
Fig. 5: DFS algorithm  

 
In order to understand our work we have to introduce DFS algorithm as follow:  
First we are going to take line 2 of the algorithm and explain what it means .Suppose that we have a query 

point that we wish to have the NN point to that search point. First we are going to visit the root (R) where 
(Min_Dist = 0) after that we Min_Dist for both A, and B we find that node B has lowest Min_Dist than A. So, 
the DFS visits node B, see Fig 6. After that that DFS goes to node G after it has calculated the Min_Dist for G, 
H, and F; because it has the lowest Min_Dist. So, all leaf points within G are selected in order to calculate 
Min_Dist to every single leaf point in order to select the best distance point. Therefore, best distance point does 
not denote the final NN point it just can be described as the best NN point that has been found until now.  
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Fig. 6(a): KNN by using DFS on R-Tree             

 

 
 
Fig 6(b): The corresponding R-Tree 

    
The first drawback of this algorithm is found in line 2 (fig. 5), this means that the algorithm needs to order 

all nodes of a certain R-Tree in conformity of their Min_Dist from a specified search point. This process needs 
to calculate all Min_Dist between the search query point and the whole Nodes (MBRs), so this is going to take 
some time although it can be negligible but in fact it is a delay.  This paper is partially going to solve this 
problem as follow: we start from the root R, and then we calculate Min_Dist for all root sub nodes (in our case 
A, and B) and choose the Node with lowest Min_Dist which is B. Now Min_Dist is calculated between the 
point search and all B sub nodes in order to find the lowest Min_Dist which is G. Finally the point that has the 
lowest Min_Dist is chosen to be the best Min_Dist point, now we don't have to return to node A to calculate 
Min_Dist for all of its sub nodes. All we have to do is to introduce a range search query having radius of the 
best Min_Dist point (In our example P13), Then we calculate the Min_Dist of nodes that overlap with that 
range. Fig 7 shows how this technique works.  By using this technique after exploring node B then with a range 
search we goes immediately to node G without needing to calculate Min_Dist of nodes F and H, by moving 
down the tree we don’t need to calculate the Min_Dist of all leaves we just pick leaf point P13 in order to find 
its Min_Dist. 

In order to have a better DFS by using ranges we can modify the corresponding algorithm as follows: 
At line 3 we can minimize number of repeats by adding another condition to the If statement condition, this 

condition is used to minimize number of nodes that well be added in to the list in order to store their Min_Dist, 
this condition is (then the DFS calculates the final leaf point distance and has determined the best Min_Dist then 
end repeat and make range having radius of the Min_Dist and then make a repeat statement to the overlapped 
areas.         

Finally it can be concluded: that by utilizing range DFS, the number of ordered nodes within a list can be 
decreased, the aim of this decreasing process is to decrease the number of repeating statements which found in 
the algorithm-line 3, in order to shorten the time of processing.   
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Fig. 7(a): DFS range search on R-Tree              

 

 
 
Fig. 7(b): The corresponding R-Tree 

 
BFS as we conclude depends on a terminate condition in order to stop searching and calculating Min_Dist 

to all visited nodes. Fig 8 illustrates the main steps of BFS algorithm. As we see in line 1: it uses a heap file 
called H in order to have and store all visited nodes and their distances from a given search point. BFS starts 
from root, then goes down throw sub nodes, every step BFS adds node Min_Dist, and goes down the tree until it 
reaches a data point then it reports the data having the Minimum Distance. Then if a stop condition is defined 
the repeat process in line 2 stops, it continues to other root sub nodes.  

 

 
 
Fig. 8: BFS algorithm 

  
Fig 9 illustrates how does range BFS affect on total execution time. By using range BFS we can make a 

termination condition as follow: if range is put then calculate all point distances within that range then stop  
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Fig. 9(a): Range BFS example  

 
 
Fig. 9(b): The corresponding R-Tree 

 
In order to test and examine the proposed approaches, several experiments were performed for different 

numbers of objects were: 200, 400, 600, 800 and 1000 objects. The main factor that used to compute the 
efficiency of all approaches is the average of the number of node accesses for each search process. 

Figure 10 shows the following results and effects. The approach using BFS with Range requires up to 42% 
less number of node accesses than the traditional BFS.  

 

 
 
Fig. 10: Compression Performance between (Traditional DFS) vs. (DFS with range) 

 
Figure 11 shows the following results and effects. The approach using BFS with Range requires up to 42% 

less number of node accesses than the traditional BFS.  
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Fig. 11: Compression Performance between (Traditional BFS) vs. (BFS with range) 

 
The general conclusion of the all experiments is that the proposed methods cause an important 

improvement (about 33%) with DFS in the search performance. However, it shows better improvement with 
BFS which was close to 42%. 

 
Conclusion: 

Nearest-Neighbor (NN) query is an important query type supported by most spatial databases; it is used to 
find the Minimum Distance due to a query search point. One of these spatial objects is points. The first NN 
algorithm was inefficient, that it has to calculate all points within a given area. In order to solve this problem R-
Tree index structure was introduces. Points were added to an R-Tree index to minimize the number of calculated 
distances. Although this technique saved a lot of processing it was not enough.  Search algorithms such as Depth 
First Search (DFS), and Best First Search (BFS) were implemented under R-Tree. In our paper we modified the 
traditional DFS and BFS algorithms in order to minimize the number of calculated distances. DFS and BFS can 
both be enhanced by using ranges, these ranges produces overlapped areas with Minimum Bounding Rectangles 
(MBRs) of the R-tree structure. In DFS traditional algorithm we have to find all Min_Dist between the query 
point and all nodes and leaves in order to insert these distances to the corresponding list. By using range DFS we 
can minimize number of calculated distances by finding distances only to the points that are founded within the 
overlapped areas. The same procedure is implemented to the DFS algorithm. Finally we can say that NNQ use is 
grown everyday because most of nowadays applications take the form of spatial data, and we have to find 
efficient ways to improve searching techniques.        
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